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ABlorping (v.): A process wherein a sub-
hypervelocity impact of two low density 
bodies results in deformation of one/
both bodies and accretion of the 

two into one larger body. 
Blorps (n.) are the 

accretionary landform 
product of blorping, 
and may be the 

unevolved pro-
genitors of  
Talps [5]. 

apply 
to the 
flomping of 
the two lobes. 
Lower limit density 
of MU69 having a 
higher sticking velocity 
at low surface energy 
could imply the blorping
process. This range of sticking 
velocities may give us insight to 
multiple collisional processes on a 
single icy body.

Blorp
Smooshing;
Flomp Sticking

The mechanisms of icy
aggregate“ sticking” can
be explored using radius,
mass, density, Young’s modulus,
and surface energy [6]. We calculate 
sticking velocities for a set of collisional
water-icy bodies at various solar distances
distances (Plot 1). Mean density of MU69 having
low surface energy and sticking velocity could

Plot 1. The greater the solar distance of an icy object, the
more likely it will have lower sticking velocity requirements
and thus be more likely to have undergone some assembly
via blorping and/or flomping.

Plot 1

Crater
Retention 

on MU69

Crater diameter (D) vs. 
density as an indicator of

crater retention may show a 
production-like trend for craters 
1 km < D < 3 km (Plot 2). Craters 

with D ≥ 3 km don’t appear to follow 
a production function; they ‘shouldn’t 

exist’ or are ‘over-produced’. Craters <1 km 
appear to ‘roll off,’ perhaps from image reso-

lution limits or poor retention of small D craters.

Fig. 7

Plot 2. Binned diameter from ‘Craterized’ Map. Blue
points are less reliable due to resolution, poor retention, or
misidentification. Red points in the 1-3 km diameter range
may reflect a crater production function for KBOs.

This is wrong-ish
but maybe not 

completely crazy

The cartoon
process of
blorping.
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Big Question Too: What is 
the target material really?

Target material has greater 
influence in lower energy impacts

Big Question: What is the 
true impactor flux and 

velocity spectrum in the 
Kuiper Belt?
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Blorps All The Way Down

• ~20 visible blorps on 
both lobes ⇒ 50-80 total 
(fewer if large lobe is 
non-spherical)

• Blorp smooshed 
landforms dominate 
morphology

• Low sticking velocity
• Flomp with little/no lobe 

deformation

Combined Evolution

• Both blorp and crater 
morphologies

• “Big Pit” more likely an 
impact form

• Other large positive 
features look like blorps

• Production surface for 1 
km <  D < 3 km

• Flomp connects the 
two lobes

Nothing But Craters

• Morphology dominated 
by high velocity impact 
morphology.

• Rims, ‘ejecta’, 
depressions = craters

• Production surface for 1 
km <  D < 3km

• Weird impact connects 
the two lobes

Blorp/Flo
mp process Crater population

Plot 
2

Flomp cartoon. 
When two 
bodies flomp in 
the Kuiper Belt 
and no one is 
there to see it, 
does it make 
word art?

Flomping (v.): A process involving an extremely 
low velocity “impact”, possibly 1 km/hr or less 

(e.g., equivalent to walking – slowly – into a wall), 
of 

two bodies resulting in little/no deformation 
regardless of body strength, but creating 

a (permanent?) contact binary.

A
case 

can be 
made that  

‘circular features’  
1 km < D < 3 km are 
impact craters, and 

larger features, other than
the 15 km ‘Big Pit’ are results 

of blorps and flomps.
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Science Twitter, the excitement of
new discoveries, general
punchiness, NH team member(s)
with plausible deniability.
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The New Horizons [1] flyby of Kuiper Belt object 2014 MU69 revealed a primitive body that may be a 
remnant of an early age of our solar system. Low-velocity, accretionary collisional evolution in the Kuiper 
Belt [2–4] may be in evidence at MU69 by its “lumpy snowball” appearance. Sub-hypervelocity impacts 

(averaging 0.38–0.46 km/s [3] at ~45 AU) of low-density icy bodies in the outer solar system may result in accretion 
rather than disruption. Each lobe of MU69 may show the morphological expression of multiple, deformational low velocity 

blorps (Blorp cartoon & Map), followed by a gentler non-deformational flomp to join the two lobes (Flomp cartoon). Whereas
the identification of some crater forms implies that MU69 experienced hypervelocity impacts, accretionary collisions of low-density 

materials are a meaningfully different processes and require definitional distinction. 

Big Pit

Big Question Too Also: 
What non-collisional 

processes 
affect 
MU69? 


